
This is Taisuke Nishimura, Chief of Corporate Planning Unit, Dai-ichi Life Holdings, Inc.
Thank you for joining our conference call to discuss the Dai-ichi Life Group’s financial 
results for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2021. 
Today, I will make a general overview of our financial results, followed by a question 
and answer session.
Please turn to page 2.





Here are today's three key highlights. 
Let me begin with performance results for fiscal year 2020. In second half of the year 
domestic life insurance new business ANP decreased only 9% YoY, after Dai-ichi Life 
resumed full-scale sales activities. Value of new business exceeded expectations for the full 
year due to the recovery in domestic life new business and improvement of the interest rate 
environment. 
The Group adjusted profit was ¥282.8 billion, reflecting a sharp improvement in financial 
markets from the end of previous fiscal year and contribution from one-time items at Dai-ichi 
Frontier Life and Protective Life. Compared to the revised forecasts announced in February, 
gains on sales of securities at Dai-ichi Life and Dai-ichi Frontier Life exceeded forecasts.
Group EEV reflects the changes in UFR and LLP, as well as the corporate bond spreads in the 
liabilities discount rates at Dai-ichi Frontier Life. The Group EEV after standard change was 
approximately ¥6.9 trillion. 
The second highlight is about forecast for fiscal year 2021. Although it will remain flat at Dai-
ichi Life, the Group adjusted profit is expected to decrease due to the absence of one-time 
profit contributing items at Dai-ichi Frontier Life and Protective Life. Group value of new 
business is expected to be around ¥159 billion.
Third highlight is about shareholder payout. On March 31, along with the new mid-term 
management plan, we have announced a share buyback of up to ¥200 billion. 
In light of the share buybacks and other factors, dividends per share for FY2020 remain 
unchanged at ¥62, as initially forecasted. However, in FY2021, based on the new 
shareholder payout policy, dividend per share is expected at ¥77, assuming a payout ratio of 
30% based on the average of Group adjusted profit for the past 3 years.
Please turn to the following page. 



From this slide on let me explain each of the highlights.
Group new business ANP decreased by 32% YoY due to the restraint of sales activities 
in the first half and reactionary decline at TAL following the acquisition of a large group 
insurance contract in the previous fiscal year.
However, in the second half, after resuming full-scale sales activities, the domestic life 
new business ANP decreased only 9%, and for Dai-ichi Life the decrease was only 6% 
comparing with the second half of previous fiscal year. And overseas life sales 
increased YoY if the reactionary decline at TAL excluded.
Currently, state of emergency declarations have been issued in some areas in Japan. 
However, this time we have not implemented measures to restrain sales activities. For 
the Total Life Plan Designers channel, we are transitioning to a new sales style in the 
aftermath of the COVID-19 crisis, including the introduction of online procedures 
requiring limited direct human interaction, and are continuing sales activities that give 
top priority to the safety and health of our customers and employees.
The sale of Dai-ichi Life’s comprehensive medical lump-sum benefit policy that has 
been released in January has been favorable. In addition, Dai-ichi Frontier Life has also 
seen a major recovery in bancassurance channel and sales of new products for 
dementia, nursing care, asset-succession during ones lifetime have been growing. 
Overseas life sales results remained stable. At Protective, sales of fixed annuities were 
strong, and new sales has grown at Dai-ichi Life Vietnam.
Please go to the following page.



This page shows Group value of new business and the impact of changes in EV 
measurement standards.
The Group value of new business for fiscal year 2020 amounted to ¥112.6 billion, a 
25% decrease YoY (based on EV calculation standards before the change), due to self-
restraint of sales activities at Dai-ichi Life in the first half of the fiscal year. 
As announced in August, for the calculation of the value of new business Dai-ichi Life 
excluded approximately ¥57 billion from expenses, including some fixed sales operating 
expenses, and treated it as a direct deduction from EV adjusted net worth, in light of 
the implementation of extraordinary measures such as compensation for Total Life Plan 
Designers salaries during sales activities self-restraint, etc. We have resumed full-scale 
sales activities and in FY2021 we are not planning to take any similar exceptional 
treatments. 
At Dai-ichi Frontier Life, the extent of the negative impact on the value of new business 
has improved significantly, but this is due to the EV calculation methodology used 
before changes. 
Dai-ichi Frontier Life products which generate excess return from corporate bonds and 
other spreads, had negative value of new business under the prior EV calculation 
standard, because the expected return from invested assets is evaluated at a risk free 
rate, therefore before adopting changes, the decrease in sales volume in fiscal year 
2020 improved negative value of new business.
Results at Neo First Life, exceeded previous fiscal year results and forecasts due to solid 
sales growth of medical insurance. In overseas life, a reactionary decline in TAL from a 
large scale Group insurance contract in the previous fiscal year was a major factor 
behind the decline, and lower interest rates in the U.S. also had a negative impact. 
From fiscal year ending March 2021, the Group value of new business was ¥127.1 
billion and it reflects the changes in UFR and LLP, and the spread on corporate bonds to 
the liabilities discount rate at Dai-ichi Frontier Life. In particular, the reflection of 
expected excess return at Dai-ichi Frontier Life has made a significant contribution. On 
the other hand, the value of new business for third sector product sales focused on 
protection type products at Dai-ichi Life is not susceptible to changes in the yield curve. 
Please go to the following page.



Here, I will explain the details of group adjusted profit and net income. 
Group adjusted profit increased to ¥282,8 billion due to increase in fundamental profit 
and higher gains on sales of securities and foreign exchange losses improvement at 
Dai-ichi Life. It was offset by deterioration in derivative transaction losses due to 
improved financial market condition from the end of previous fiscal year and non-
recurrent loss on strategic reinsurance ceding expense at Dai-ichi Life, and profit 
decrease at Dai-ichi Frontier Life and Protective Life. 
There was a substantial increase compared to the revised forecast of ¥210 billion 
announced in February. This is due to the improvement in the financial market in the 
fourth quarter, gains on sales of securities, mainly equities at Dai-ichi Life, and lower 
than expected reinsurance related losses due to the rise in interest rates, and a one-
time gain on sales of securities at Dai-ichi Frontier Life. 
The gains on sales of securities at Dai-ichi Frontier Life are associated with the sale of 
bonds, related to the underlying policies that reached the funding target amount set by 
the customer at the time of contract. In particular, the rapid depreciation of the yen 
against Australian dollar in the fourth quarter led to a significant increase in the number 
of contracts that reached their yen based target. 
Consolidated net income increased for FY2020, due to the improvement in MVA-related 
losses from large amount of loss recorded in the previous fiscal year at Dai-ichi Frontier 
Life and also gains on the sale of Janus Henderson shares.  In addition, due to the 
sharp deterioration in the financial markets at the end of FY2019, Dai-ichi Life made 
non-statutory provisions for contingency reserves of ¥30 billion and Dai-ichi Frontier 
made a reversal of ¥30 billion. However, in light of market improvement, the same 
offsetting amount was recorded in FY2020 (reversal for Dai-ichi Life and accrual for 
Dai-ichi Frontier Life). 
Please go to the next page.



Here I will explain the Group EEV and adjusted ROE, which is a key capital efficiency
indicator in the new mid-term management plan.
Although the value of new business was lower YoY, under the measurement standard
before the change, the Group EEV increased 33% YoY, due to the rapid improvement in
the financial markets from the end of FY2019.
Approximately ¥60 billion that was excluded from Dai-ichi Life’s sales operations related
expenses, and approximately ¥70 billion impact from revision of assumed interest rates
for group pension products are included in the “Others” in the Group EEV Change
Drivers.
Adjusted ROE exceeded 8% due to increase in adjusted profit that exceeded the
forecast announced in February. The adjusted ROE calculated based on the adjusted
profit forecast announced in February is shown as a reference, as Adjusted ROE of
FY2020 also includes one-time items that increased adjusted profit.
Please refer to the following page.



The Group earnings forecast for fiscal year 2021 is as shown on this slide.
In the fiscal year 2021, despite an increase in premiums and other revenues, we expect
a decline in ordinary revenues, due to a large decline in separate account revenues.
However, the gains and losses related to separate account has no effect on profit.
Although adjusted profit at Dai-ichi Life is expected to be about the same level as in the
FY2020, the Group adjusted profit is expected to decline to around ¥240 billion due to
the absence of one-time items at Dai-ichi Frontier Life and Protective Life recorded in
FY2020.
Group value of new business is expected to be around ¥159 billion.
With regard to the financial market environment, we assume that conditions as of the
end of March 2021 will generally remain same.
Please turn to the next page.



 

 

 Here, I will explain Group adjusted profit and value of new business forecast change factors. 

Profits are expected to decrease in both domestic and overseas life, due to the absence 

one-time items recorded in FY2020 for both domestic and overseas life. 
 The decrease in Dai-ichi Life’s fundamental profit is mainly due to the decrease in the 

positive spread impacted by a decline in the investment income on mutual funds, etc. In 

addition, as for the core insurance related gains and losses, there was a one-time increase 
in mortality gain due to Covid-19, however, we are expecting that this impact will also 

decrease.  

 On the other hand, gains on sales of securities are expected to be recorded in capital gains 
and one-time gains in line with the reduction of market-related risks, while derivative 

transaction gains and losses are expected to improve significantly.  

 Regarding the amount of new strategic reinsurance ceded approximately \300 billion in 
policy reserves and \85 billion in non-recurrent losses were factored in the forecast. 

 At Dai-ichi Frontier Life, profits are expected to decrease, as gains on the sale of securities 

will decline.  
 For overseas life business, although, profit at Protective is expected to improve in line with 

the reduction in the burden of provision of allowance for currently expected credit losses in 

FY2020, but the overall profit is forecasted to decrease after factoring in a reactionary 
decline in one-time profit from previous acquisition blocks as well as due to increase in 

mortality rates caused by COVID-19. On the other hand, we are expecting an increase of 

profit from Dai-ichi Life Vietnam, starting from FY2021.  
 The value of new business is expected to be \159 billion however, in light of the occurred 

misconduct by sales representative, Dai-ichi Life plans not to conduct organizational 

evaluation of sales offices based on the target of new sales in FY2021, and this is also taken 
into consideration in the forecast. 

 At Dai-ichi Frontier Life, Neo First Life, and overseas life business, the value of new business 

is expected to increase significantly in light of an increase in sales volumes, and an 
improvement in current interest rate environment.  

 Please go to the following page. 



The last part is on shareholder payout.
A new shareholder payout policy was announced along with the new mid-term
management plan on March 31. By applying the policy of flexible and swift additional
payout, share buyback of approx. ¥200 billion is announced.
In FY2020 the dividend per share of ¥62 is unchanged from previous year, taking into
account the large-scale share buyback. However, in FY2021, based on the new
shareholder payout policy, dividend of ¥77 per share is expected, assuming a payout
ratio of 30% or more based on the average of the Group's adjusted profit for the past 3
years.
We will consider opportunities for additional payout according to the condition of ESR,
etc.
My explanation is over. Thank you very much.










































































